
   Feature Highlight

Shift Prep
Introducing the “crystal ball” for your restaurant. 
Shift Prepemail gives you a leg up on tonight’s
dinner service, hours before your first guest walks 
in the door. Your table management and point of
sale systems just had a baby.

Be ready for the rush
Will deliver a Shift Prep
email timed perfectly for your
team’s pre-shift meeting with
news of any late-breaking
reservations, predicted
problems, or specials.

Shift Prep predicts how manyShift Prep predicts how many
guests will visit tonight. It
considers reservations, past
results, holidays, the weather,
and nearly 20 other factors.

Predictions and Insights
Shift Prep learns from each day’s
business. Uses the data from each
day to get smarter so you can use 
your restaurant history to predict
the future.

Feel the heat, stay in the kitchen

In the critical hours before service 
begins, Shift Prep shows your team
what they need to know before 
guests arrive like predicted covers, 
who’s coming in, and VIPs.

It remembers what your regulars
 with reservations tonight ordered with reservations tonight ordered
last time. See which menu items will be
popular with tonight’s repeat guests, 
hours before they arrive.

Get the Crystal Ball for your Restaurant

        Benefits
     Shift Prep Email

See who’s coming in tonight and 
know what’s going to happen, before 
it happens

Prepare Front-of-House staff for
predicted covers, VIPs, and everything predicted covers, VIPs, and everything 
else to make it a  seamless night

Alert the Back-of-House with menu
and guest cover predictions so they
can know if they need to mindful of 
‘86’ing an item

Know when to set a table in advance 
with red wine glasses  when your wine with red wine glasses  when your wine 
enthusiasts come to dine

Greet VIP’s with their favorite drink or 
appetizer without even asking 

Call: 312-373-0487

Loma Solutions is the smart restaurant management assistant serving up everything
you need to know to run a smoother operation and exceed guest expectations.

Learn more:  http://www.lomasolutions.com/


